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Lesson 9
Fashions for Slimming
A.

Weigh-In Time

B.

Sharing Time

C.

Educational Time
1.

Introduction
(Transparency 1) At the completion of this lesson , participants should
be able to:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Understand what certain lines in clothing can do to improve their
figures.
Recognize these lines in actual clothing.
Select clothes that have a slenderizing effect on their figures.

Heredity plays a large role in determi.ning the shape of the body.
Diet, however, determines whether or not one's figure will develop to full
potential. Have teens look at Student Information Handout, Check Your
Figure (Transparency 2). Have teens check the figure characteristics
which they feel apply to them.
Check Your Figure
Broad hips
---Large
---Large waistline
bust
---Flat chest
---Wide shoulders
~--Narrow Shoulders
_ _Stooped shoulders
Large thighs
---Large
upper arm
---Protruding
stomach
---Short neck
overall height
---Tall
Short
overall height
--Virginia Cooperative Extension Service programs. activities, and employment opportunities are available to all people regardless of race, color. religion , sex.
age, national origin , handicap, or political affiliation . An equal opportunity/ affirmative action employer.
Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension work. Acts of May 8 and June 30 , 1914 , and September 30, 1977, in cooperation with the U .S. Department of
Agriculture. M itchell R. Geasler, Director , Virg inia Cooperative Extens ion Service. and Dean . Extension Division , Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, B lacksburg , Virg inia 24061 ; M . C . Hard ing , Sr., Administrator, 1890 Extension Program . Virginia State University, Petersburg, Virginia 23803.
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We generally select clothes to hide certain parts of our figures or to
show off other parts. Ask the teenagers what is it about their figures
that they might be trying to hide? How would they like to look?

Sp~c.;

If one wants to look his/her best in clothes, one must make the
necessary improvements in carriage, posture, and grooming. Even when this
has been done ,there may still be certain figure characteristics that need
camouflaging, such as a large waist or wide hips.
Choosing becoming clothes is one way to make others think your fiqure
is more nearly ideal than it is. Studying the general effect of different
clothes, thinking through each figure problem, and visually checking the
results are some first steps toward making the best of what you are.
You must be honest with yourself. Admit and accept certain characteristics you don't like about your figure. There are two choices in
treating a figure problem. It can be made more obvious or it can be made
less obvious. Someone who is short, may want to appear taller. On the
other hand they may not necessarily want to appear taller. Neither should
someone who is very tall feel that they should make themselves appear
shorter. Each individual must decide ~ow he/she wants to look and feel.
Different styles of clothing then can help hide certain figure characteristics and emphasize others. Clothes should make one feel at ease.
They should give one self-confidence. One should always feel that he/she
is doing the very best with his/her appearance as it is at the present
time. Don't give in to wearing sloppy, loosely fitting clothes to hide
a chunky figure until a few pounds can be lost. Take pride in the way
you look now. You'll feel a lot better about yourself while you're in
the process of losing weight.
Many factors are involved in choosing flattering clothes. Learning
the guides suggested in this lesson for correcting particular figure
problems can be helpful to a point. If everyone had the same figure,
then rules could be made that would help in every situation. Since this
is not so, and people come in various sizes and shapes, we can expect
that there will be exceptions to the rules. Remember, on any individual
figure and under certain conditions, a suggested guide may give a different effect from the one generally expected.
2.

Clothing Lines
In an attempt to give teens a place to start in selecting becoming
clothes, we will discuss different clothing lines they might try if they
have a particular figure problem. This discussion is by no means complete. The same type of lines may do one thing to one figure and something else to another figure of different size and proportion~. The
color and spacing of lines are factors to be considered also.
Let's look at some ways to alter one's appearance by choosing lines
which will focus attention on areas most flattering to each individual
figure. Have teens look at Student Information Handout, Lines That
Create Optical Illusions (Transparency 3). Note the optical illusions
caused by the lines drawn at the top of four of the vertical lines. Even
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though all the vertical lines are the same length, some appear to be
longer. Which lines look longer? (b and e). Ask students to imagine
the effect such · lines could have on their figures. Look at Student
Information Handout, To Look Taller. If a person wants to look taller
and more slender, lines that lead the eye upward should be used
(Transparency 4). Lines that cause the eye to travel vertically give
the impression of greater height and tend to make one look taller. Look
at Student Information Handout, Horizontal Versus Vertical (Transparency
5). An eyecatching center front makes one look taller. An eyecatching
line that goes around the body will give a shorter and broader appearance.
A one~piece dress of the same color or print in both skirt and bodice
will make a person look taller than a skirt and blouse of different
colors.
Now look at Student Information Handout, Waistline Focus (Transparency
6). A horizontal line positioned as in 11 a 11 draws attention to the natural
waistline. If a person is large waisted, he or she may wish to choose 11 b11
or c for a horizontal line. Either position would attract attention away
from the natural waistline. Persons with a large waist may also have large
hips. In this case b would not be desirable.
11

11

11

11

Study the vertical lines in Student Information Handout, Vertical
Lines i.n Clothing (Transparency 7). A vertical line as in 11 a 11 would
make one appear narrower in the top half of the body and is a good choice
for a large busted person. Both 11 b11 and c would give a heavier busted
appearance as would a double-breasted jacket. A vertical line positioned
as on 11 d makes one appear thinner below the waist and is becoming to
someone with heavy hips and/or thighs.
11

11

11

Don't trim a ·dress as in a 11 of Student Information Handout, Becoming
Necklines (Transparency 8) unless you want to look shorter and rounder.
The neckline in b11 will give a taller and slimmer image.
11

11

Which horizontal line is best for you? See Student Information Handout, Which Horizontal Line is Best for You? Very heavy people may want
to avoid horizontal lines altogether. Where do vertical lines improve
the appearance? See Student Information Handout, Where Do You Want
Vertical Lines? (Transparency 10).
Have each class member decide which crosswise and vertical lines are
best for him or her.
Changing the length of sleeves may make a considerable difference in
the apparent shape and size of a figure or part of a figure. The point
at which the sleeve stops often draws the viewer's eye and attention to
that point. Look at transparency 11 and Student Information Handout,
Sleeve Lines. A sleeve falling slightly off the shoulder 11 a 11 makes
shoulders look slightly wider and could help bring large hips into proportion with narrow shoulders. Sleeves ending level with the bustline
11
b makes the bustline appear larger. Similarly, sleeves ending at the
waistline 11 c 11 or hipline 11 d tend to make the waist or hips appear wider.
These effects are most apparent when a different colored cuff is attached
to the sleeve or the sleeve is very full.
11

11
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3.

Accessories
What about accessories such as belts, pins, and the scarves? How can
these affect one's appearance? What effect does a belt have on clothing
lines? A cord belt has both horizontal (around the waistline) and vertical
(dangling ends) lines. The length of the belt and the size of one's waistline will help determine which line -- vertical or horizontal -- will be
more obvious. A cord belt can be inconspicuous, particularly if it is
made of the same fabric as that of the dress. For someone who is short,
such a belt may be becoming as the horizontal line is so narrow it does
little to break the lines of the silhouette. For a tall person, a belt
in a contrasting color makes the horizontal line more obvious, thus shortening the figure. However, a tall person who has a thick waistline may
wish to choose a matching belt. If one prefers that the center of interest
in the garment be near the face, a contrasting belt should not be used as
it may draw attention away from a colored trim or a pretty scarf or pin
around the neckline.
The position of the knot or bow on a long cord belt may make a
difference too. For someone who is short and heavy, the nearer the center
the knot is, the taller and thinner he or she is apt to seem. If a large
stomach is a problem, adding any kind of knot or dangling end (buckle, etc.)
in front of the stomach is not a good idea, as this gives a thicker
appearance from back to front.
Correct placement of a pretty pin or a colorful scarf or trim near
the face or upper part of the body will draw the eye to the accessory and
away from bulging hips or a too-large waist. Vertical lines formed by a
row of buttons or trim create an illusion of height, which can make one
look taller and thinner.

4.

Color
By all means, wear color. Some colors reflect light or brilliance
(white, bright yellow). Such colors will make one appear larger. Study
the effect of color well. For example, a brilliant, highly intense shade
of red could add width to the appearance. Some shades of red, however,
are lovely and even though a person is overweight they can be worn well.
Experiment with color until you feel comfortable. Color changes are interesting and eye-catching. Color contrasts should be used to move the
eye away from areas you don't want others to notice or to areas you want
to emphasize.

5.

Texture
Textures of fabrics enter into the !'apparently s 1i m" game a 1so. Bulky
fabrics make one appear larger. Shiny fabrics reflect light and also make
a person appear larger. Clinging fabrics reveal curves. If you are already curvy enough, then avoid clingy fabrics.

6.

Prints
What about prints and patterns on fabric? Keep them in proportion to
body size. Some large prints will be more in proportion with the size of
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the overweight individual.
tion to a large figure.

7.

By contrast, a tiny print will only call atten-

Particular Figure Problems
(1)

If a person is short and chubby
Do
Wear small prints and plaids scaled to figure.
Wear V-necklines.
Wear wrap around dresses or skirts. They create an unbroken diagonal
line from collar to hem and appear to add height.
Wear semi-fitted garments with tapered sleeves.
Wear skirt length hitting the knee or as near the knee as fashion
allows.
Don't
Wear tops and bottoms which contrast vividly.
Wear heavy textures, shiny fabrics, large, busy prints.
Wear excessive detail (ruffles, flounces, etc.).
Wear overly full or short skirts.
Wear horizontal lines (wide belts, stripes, etc.)

(2)

If one is large-busted
Do
Wear
Wear
Wear
Wear

unbelted waistline or tailored overblouse to add length.
open necklines with little or no collar.
easy-fitting, tailored tops and slacks for a slimmer look.
small prints, or muted darker plaids for chest area.

Don't
Wear tops with hem of sleeve hitting bustline.
Wear heavy textures, fussy trims or bright, busy colors and prints for
top ·of garment.
Wear snug fitting, skimpy style tops.
(3)

If large hips are a problem
Do
Wear tops and bottom in the same print.
Focus attention above the waist with a V-neck or decorative detail.
Wear darker colors and smooth textures.
Don't
Wear garment lines that cut the body at the hips.
Wear contrasting color tops and bottoms which meet at the hips.
Wear eye-catching prints, horizontal lines, or large plaids in skirts
and pants.
Wear short jackets or belts that clearly portion off the waistline
area.
Wear clinging fabrics and tight, straight silhouettes.
Wear narrow shoulders and lapels.
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(4)

If one has a thick waist
Do
Wear lightweight, non-clinging fabrics in solid or small print.
Wear waist of garment slight above or below natural waistline.
Wear soft, self-fabric belts.
Focus interest on neckline to draw attention to face and away from
waist.
Wear unbroken, vertical lines from bodice to hemline.
Don't
Wear overly full or very short skirts.
Wear garments with well-defined waistlines or vivid detail at waist.
~Jear outfits containing too many pieces (the layered look).
Hear very small sleeves.
Wear garments with details in bottom half.

8.

For the Men in the Class
Like the females in the class, males need to plan their wardrobes
keeping in mind the activity they're most often involved in (going to
school), their social life, any job situation, and their leisure time.
Dressing in a becoming manner does not require a lot of money, but it
does require some planning. Clothes should be selected that will make the
overweight teen (and others) feel good about his figure even though he is
not as slender as he would like to be.
The stocky male will want to take note of the following points:
Do's
Choose muted, dark or neutral colors.
Choose flat, duller textures such as denim, gabardine, flannel, or small
tweeds.
Choose longer, loose-fitting shirt-jackets for smooth lines.
Choose narrow bands of trim to accent.
Choose single-breasted closures.
Don'ts
Do not
Do not
Do not
Do not
Do not

wear
wear
wear
wear
wear

shiny, nubby surfaces or large plaids and prints.
extremely tight or baggy-fitting clothes.
jacket and pants in contrasting colors and textures.
bold details {patch pockets, wide belts, busy trims).
short-sleeved shirts and jackets.

Dress suits come in different styles. The best fitting style should
be selected and then the suit should be altered to suit individual needs.
Be sure that the coat hangs from the shoulder in a nice easy fit. There
should be no strain at the buttons and no gaping vents. Select singlebreasted suits with one or two buttons in a contemporary style. Center
back vents are more slenderizing than side vents. In most cases it is
best to select clothing which is moderate in style, color, and fabric.
Sport coats and slacks combinations tend to make one appear cut in half
(and heavier) especially if there is a strong color contrast. Keep colors
in the same family such as a dark blue coat and medium blue trousers so
that there is not an extreme contrast in light and dark. Remember white
and light colors as well as bright colors make one appear larger.

-7Long narrow ties look out of place on a large person; extremely wide
ties add width. So if a tie is necessary for a dressup occasion, regardless of fashion, moderation is the key. Select neither a skinny tie, nor
the widest one in the store.
Clothes for young men are becoming much more varied in color and
pattern. The trend seems to be pattern on pattern ... patterned jackets,
shirts, ties. Too much mixing of pattern is not harmonious. Try not to
mix more than two distinct patterns. Only one pattern should dominate.
All others should be subordinate. A large person should avoid bold
patterns. Choose vertical stripes or plaids which are so muted as to be
almost invisible to the eye.
Look at Dressing for Your Build (1) (Transparency 12). The clothing
deisgn on A avoids horizontal lines. There is minimal contrast at the
bottom of the sweater, and the pants are stright, pleatless, trimly fitted
and finished without a cuff. All these factors tend to elongate the
figure rather than emphasize a stocky appearance. Now look at figure B.
The double-breasted blazer on B is cut full enough through the waist to
give a broad, boxy look to the body. This is further accentuated by the
squarish placement of buttons and the side pockets which draw attention
to the sides of the figure. Pant legs are full and appear baggy. The
width is exaggerated by the double line at the cuff. The color contrast
between the blazer and pants emphasizes a top-heavy appearance. The alternating color scheme in dark tie and shirt, light blazer, dark pants,
and light shoes creates a spotty effect and again emphasizes the heavy
figure. Look at Dressing for Your Build (2) (Transparency 13). Again
figure A illustrates correct styles and cuts to flatter the stocky figure.
D.

Activity Time
1.

Fashion Analysis
Have class members look through clothing catalogs or fashion magazines
to select clothes with flattering lines. Have them share with the others
as they find examples of the lines in garments.
Show some examples of sli111T1ing lines from a pattern book and talk
about what catches your attention in different patterns.
Go to a fabric store and look through pattern books for patterns
that could be made up to have slimming lines.
Ask a resource person to talk about color in fabrics and how it should
be used to give a slimming effect.
Visit clothing shops to study the lines in different garments (Call
ahead and make arrangements to bring your group).
Look for corrmercial patterns in both regular styles and the "weight
watchers," "looks slimmer" and "lbs. thinner" lines.
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Hand out Student Information Handout, General Fashion Guidelines.
Have students take it home, read and absorb the information. Next week
ask about what techniques they have used to improve their appearance with
clothing.
2.

RECALL Analysis
Have students complete another 24 hour dietary recall as described in
Lesson 2. Collect the coded information about food intake. Run RECALL on
the computer terminal. Return computer printouts to class at next meeting.
Before returning the printouts please complete Dietary RECALL Analysis as
you did in Lesson 2 and return that form to Dr. L. Janette Taper, VPI&SU,
Human Nutrition and Foods, Blacksburg, VA 24061.

3.

Behavioral Modification Technique - Environmental Support
Review the behavior modification techniques covered last week. Did
most people use smaller plates? Did this give the illusion of eating
more food? Did the teens practice leaving some food on their plates? Did
dividing meals into two portions (or seconds) cut down on actual food intake? Did teens only accept food when they had asked for it? In what ways
did class members minimize their contact with food?
This week we are stressing the technique of environmental support -family and friends. We invited family and friends to come to today's
session for several reasons. We wanted them to get some ideas of the pro. gram you are conducting. We also want them to recognize the importance of
their support and how they can help the teens control weight and maintain
new eating and activity behaviors. Have the teens been successful in maintaining a support system with the person who signed the NEAT contract with
them in Lesson l? In what ways have they received support, cooperation,
and/or encouragement? Discuss possible negative feelings and interactions
when people are losing weight. Can these be explained? Discuss ways in
Which the teens can take the responsibility to encourage positive feelings
and interactions.
Do any of the family members have questions about anything in the
course? Are there questions about the theory or practice of techniques?
Have any family members tried the techniques?
Distribute Student Information Handout, Food Diary.
record food intake this week.

Have students
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REMINDER OF THINGS NEEDED FOR LESSON 9
Equipment:

Bathroom scales
Overhead projector and screen
Pencils
Water soluble transparency pens
Fashion magazines
Pattern books or clothing catalogs
Full length mirror

Overhead Transparencies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Objectives
Check Your Figure
Lines Can Create Optical Illusions
To Look Taller, Choose Vertical Lines
Horizontal Versus Vertical
Waistline Focus
Vertical Lines in Clothing
Becoming Necklines
Which Horizontal Line is Best for You?
Where Do You Want Vertical Lines?
Sleeve Lines
Dressing for Your Build (1)
Dressing for Your Build (2)

Student Information Handouts:
Food Diary
Check Your Figure
Lines Can Create Optical Illusions
General Fashion Guidelines
Publications:
Worksheet for RECALL
RECALL Food Selection Guide
Instructor Follow-up Worksheet:
Dietary RECALL Analysis
Other Audiovisual Aids:
Creating Your Own Image - Slide Series
The material in this lesson was adapted from the Taffe program developed by Suzanne
0. Dunning, Foods and Nutrition Specialist, OSU Extension Service, Stillwater,
Oklahoma, 1973.

